


 
B) Text Exploration (8 pts ) 
1/ Find in the text words , phrases or expressions that are closest in meaning to :(0.75pt) 
      a) preventing ( §1 )                                   b) illegal (§ 2)                  c) menace ( §3 ) 
 
2/ Find in the text words , phrases or expressions that are opposite to : (0.75 pt ) 
      a) above  (§ 2 )                                       b) prosperity (§2)           c) increase ( §3) 
 
3/ Divide the following words into roots and affixes. ( 1 pt ) 
     exploitative -   harmful  -  illicit   - fulfillment 
  
 
 
4/ Combine the following pairs of sentences using the appropriate connector from the 
     list . Make the necessary changes. ( 2 pts ) 
                           such  .........that    /     providing that    /   so....that /   in order to 
 
   1)  We solve the problem of child labour . Parents give more importance to their children’s  
     education. 
   2) A lot of children leave school . They want to work and help their parents.  
   3) Some businessmen are cruel . They exploit children.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
   4) Child labour exposes children to great risks. Measures must be taken to stop it. 
 
4/ Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first one. ( 2 pts ) 
     1.a. Children have been exploited as waiters for a miserable pay. 
         b. Some café owners........................................... 
     2.a. Governments should protect children from exploitation. 
         b. It’s high time................................ 
     3.a.Many business men exploit children.  
         b. If only......................................  
     4.a. It is not advisable for businessmen to work unethically. 
         b. Businessmen.................................................... 
 
5/  Classify the following words according to the pronunciation of their final “s”. ( 1 pt ) 
                     millions   -    illnesses  -   families  -   adults  -  factories -  works               
  

 

 
PART TWO :  Written Expression ( 5 pts ) 
Choose one of the following topics then write a composition. 
Topic 1 : You are a successful businessman . Your friend wants to practise business. Which pieces of 
                 advice do you give him  in order to succeed in business ? 
                The following notes may help you :  ill – gotten gains never prosper/ work ethically /   
                respect labour standards / not be involved in corruption affairs / not to be greedy / ........ 
 
Topic 2 : Many people limit corruption to bribe taking only . Do you agree ? What is corruption 
                 according to you ? 
 
 

 Good   Luck 
Remember Knowledge is power 
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